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Dashboard gives
information technology
staff confidence in the
status of their automated
processes and saves them
time managing scripts and
responding when things
don’t go as planned.

Gain Insight, Control and Validate Critical Processes
See More, Know More
Hospital IT staff using automated processes often have to schedule and monitor scripts
running across one or many computers. By giving IT personnel easy remote access to
script status, they can gain insight, control, and validation of processes by quickly
monitoring scripts running across multiple machines, managing and viewing schedules,
and detecting problems earlier.
With the Dashboard’s multiple views, staff can see the status of scripts, display
information about each script, create scheduled tasks and see schedules for
upcoming periods so administrators can plan their processing time more effectively
and ensure a seamless automation process.

Track More, Detect More
Dashboard improves resource management by providing a tool that easily monitors
the web and terminal tasks associated with automation. By managing script processing
with Dashboard, IT personnel save time and see the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce time managing scripts
Create scheduled tasks
Detect problems faster
View scripts on multiple PCs
View scheduled scripts before they run
Review log files quickly
Track and resolve processing errors in real time
Start or Terminate a script
Notification of scripts that haven’t run

how it works
Customer Quotes
“It has been valuable to be able to
check into the Dashboard remotely,
from various devices, to validate
that my scripts are running. Now
I can launch a script before I leave
for work, check in after-hours, and
trouble-shoot as necessary. I can
squeeze more work into the day,
before day-end processing.”
Petra Reichmann
St. Peters Health Care, Albany, NY
“I honestly never imagined the
Dashboard would become such
a useful tool. The fact that we
can glance at one screen and
instantly know what ran and
what failed is great.”
Carlos Alvarez
Baptist Health South Florida

SYSTEM VIEW
Users can see the
status of scripts
without having
to log in to each
machine.

SCRIPT VIEW
Shows all scripts
for all machines
registered to
the Dashboard.

TASK VIEW
Create and manage
scheduled tasks for
all machines on
your Dashboard.

CALENDAR VIEW
Displays scheduled
EMUE scripts in a
calendar format.

Save More, Do More
In a follow-up survey three months after Dashboard was released,
100% of the respondents agreed that Dashboard is saving them time.

“We used to get 3 to 5 calls per
week from users when they were
waiting for a process. We haven’t
had a single call since we started
using Dashboard because we
always detect problems before
the user does.
Tana Sells
Midwest Health Systems

See a demo of the Dashboard solutions at

www.databoundhealthcare.com/products/dashboard
and learn how Dashboard can help your IT staff streamline
and track processes and detect problems sooner.
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Since 1999, Databound Healthcare Solutions has combined technology and
great customer service to help hundreds of hospitals throughout the United States
improve efficiency by automating revenue cycle processes. This saves hospitals time
and money, and gives them the information needed to recover millions of dollars of
claims at a higher return rate.
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